
 

 

 

STYLE DIRECTOR, CLAPHAM COMMON 

Department – Editorial 

Reporting to the Editorial and Content Director 

 

THE BRAND 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the global luxury-shopping destination for men and women, bringing 

together a modern edit of over 400 established and emerging designers. Experience 

MATCHESFASHION.COM online, in its London stores and at No.23, our private-shopping 

townhouse. With over 25 years in luxury fashion, we deliver to over 190 countries and offer 24/7 

advice through MyStylist, our dedicated fashion-concierge team. 

THE ROLE 

 

As Style Director provide sophisticated, high-end fashion styling direction. Guide and direct product 

selection across all channels and ensure it complies with the MATCHESFASHION.COM aesthetic, is 

commercially viable and shows MATCHESFASHION.COM brand’s position as an up-to-the-minute 

reference point for the latest fashion trends. Direct the studio styling teams ensuring that the styling is 

on brand and strong. 

 

THE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

Fashion Editorial 

 SUPPLY, style and edit on trend, on brand, commercially viable fashion shoots for areas 

including but not limited to:  

 Homepages 

 All MATCHESFASHION.COM editorial, both online and print  

 MARKETING collateral including customer communications  

 VIDEOS and social media films 

 MANAGE a pool of shoots by allocating and give styling direction to a team of stylists 

internal and external as required by the business. 

 CONCEPTUALISE, orchestrate and style fashion shoots working with the Editor and a 

variety of leading industry photographers, models, hair & make-up artists. 

 FORGE relationships with external agencies, such as model agencies, photographic agencies 

and talent agencies. 

 DEVELOP multi-layered, original and strong content and shoot ideas at the beginning of each 

season and continuously throughout season – ensuring ample product selection and sufficient 

depth. 

 PLAN seasonal editorial calendar with the Editor ensuring issue content is on brand, balanced 

and compliant with editorial and commercial requirements. 

 WORK on seasonal shoot plan at the beginning of each season. 

 CONTINUE to develop the quality of in-house still life photo shoots and model shoots. 

 DIRECT & manage the Editorial Styling team. Ensure Editorial Styling team adheres to 

deadlines. 

 MANAGE the fashion shoot budget with Pictures and Bookings Editor. 

 Manage TEAM recruitment, progression and succession planning. 

 WORKING closely with the Merchandisers and Buyers, have an understanding of weekly 

sales reports to aid the formulation of ideas and ensure that all content is both commercially 

and editorially viable. 

 TEAM-up with writers to ensure that written and visual content of stories are consistent, 

compatible and accurate. Work with Editor and Features team to provide direction for ‘style 

tips’ and other styling-related copy.  



 

 Work with DESIGNERS, Stylists, Photographers and Writers on story conception, 

development, image/prop sourcing and layout approval  

 Travel for MATCHESFASHION.COM and be a brand ambassador at buy appointments, 

shows, events and shoots as required. 

 DELIVER style presentations to internal and external companies. 

 To be the first POINT of contact for styling direction across MATCHESFASHION.COM. 

 CONSULT on other businesses as required. 

 

Online Styling 

 DIRECT the Online Styling team on the trends for the season and in the styling direction for 

the upload outfits. 

 OVERSEE the aesthetic of the styling and poses of all product on the website, ensuring 

standards are maintained and refreshed as needed, to stay ahead of our competitors. 

 SIGN off final outfit pdf’s daily 

 RELAY any buy appointment information to the team. 

 Attend MONTHLY Online Styling meetings. 

 COLLABORATE with the studio manager on online styling related issues. 

 

General 

 LEAD the editorial team in the absence of the Deputy Editor and Editorial Director. 

 REPRESENT the team in sales meetings and any other internal meetings as required 

 Present SEASONAL styling rules and trend overview both internally (to Online Styling team) 

and externally as required. 

 AD HOC duties. 

 

ABOUT YOU 

 

 Demonstrate solid understanding of the luxury fashion industry  

 A real sense of runway looks and what trends are happening each season. 

 Flair and individuality combined with awareness of  

 MATCHESFASHION.COM style. 

 Commercially aware 

 Experience in building and managing teams 

 An ability to meticulously check skus/copy for errors. 

 Strong fashion and styling sense. 

 Proven ability to work quickly and effectively with an eye for detail. 

 Previous experience in styling editorial and commercial model shoots. 

 Comfortable liaising at all levels within the business 

 The ability to react positively to rapidly evolving business requirements 

 A passion for product, and crucially for always exceeding internal and external customer 

expectations 

 Discreet, professional and well spoken, with excellent communication and networking skills 

 Extremely well organised, methodical and efficient, with a good dose of common sense and 

initiative. 

 Pro-active and able to show initiative/ideas to constantly promote the 

MATCHESFASHION.COM offering. 

 

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one. 

 

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment, 

then please apply with a CV and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period. 


